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OUR CHARGE
Advertising is all about connection: connecting creativity with
commerce, consumers with organizations, ideas to reality. The move
from traditional advertising to digital promised marketers a panacea:
true insight, direct, immediate, actionable data, and an accurate return
on advertising investment. Instead, the reality has become a tangled
web of differing metrics, a proliferation of providers with varying
capabilities, and a fragmented digital landscape.
Enter Adobe, industry leader for design software and a trusted solution
provider. With expertise in cloud-based software solutions, Adobe is
positioned to solve the fragmented and frustrating digital advertising
experience.
Our B2B campaign, Complete Connection, builds upon Adobe’s
reputation for empowering creativity and extends it to the adtech market. Adobe Experience Cloud finally delivers on the promise and potential of digital advertising, providing a customizable end-to-end omnichannel advertising solution. The campaign targets are advertisers and
marketers who want to connect their teams, their customer data, their
campaigns, and their metrics. We’ll show our target audiences how
Adobe Experience Cloud offers complete connection.
By the end of our campaign, we’ll generate at least 10k leads and 50k
website visits, building awareness of and excitement for
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising .
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INSIGHTS
When it comes to brand value and product selection, our target market values trustworthy and honest companies. So,
what do advertisers want from their adtech? Control and Connection.

• High brand awareness. 96% of the respondents are aware of Adobe as an Adtech company.
• Large untapped market. Half of the respondents currently use adtech software. The remaining half represents an important opportunity for new customers.
• Affinity for B2B and experiential tactics. 84% of the respondents found that conventions
are the best place to learn about new industry trends. This presents a significant opportunity for Adobe to introduce a novel end-to-end solution.
“We find there is often a gap between
what you’re sold and what you actually
get.”
-Content Marketing Manager

“It’s important to our customers that we
implement best practices for data and
analytics, with consumer privacy at topof-mind.” -Brand Manager

“I want adtech that simplifies daily tasks
to save me time.”

“I want an integrated view of multiple
campaigns that allows me to generate

- Digital Marketing and SEO Manager

more accurate ROAI.” -Brand Manager
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Concept Tests
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Focus Groups
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In-Depth
Interviews

50+

Survey
Respondents

100+
Secondary
Sources

SPOTLIGHT ON THE TARGET AUDIENCE

INNOVATIVE
EXECUTIVE

ALL-STAR
STRATEGIST

• C-Level

• High-level
management, VP or
director

• Triggers/oversees
purchases
• Needs ROI on new
adtech solution
• Future-oriented,
forward-thinking
• Motivated to be a
good steward of
the organization;
big-picture thinker
• Age- 45+, graduate
degree
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• Strategic decision
maker
• Evaluates costs and
approves purchases
• Needs AdTech that will
produce marketing ROI
and insights that will
drive sales
• Age- 30-45, bachelor’s
degree +

EAGER END
USERS
• Works in a wide
variety of industries
and roles in marketing,
IT, advertising
• Hands-on user of
software and platforms
• Needs solutions that
improve day-to-day
capabilities; cares
about features and their
immediate benefits
• Age- 22-35, bachelor’s
degree +



Best o f

BEST OF B2B
Our target audience is busy and inundated with vendor requests, proposals and emails. And because many of them work
in marketing or advertising, they’re a discerning audience. It takes insight, timing, and novelty to get their attention, and
real solutions to keep it.
Our tactics are designed to meet these busy professionals where they are, grab their attention and earn their trust. The
Complete Connection campaign uses the best of B2B marketing to give them memorable experiences.

Airport installations will reach our audience when they travel for work or pleasure, inviting them to literally
connect with Adobe.
Roadshow pop-up displays in business districts across the country will reach customers who may not be able to
attend the Adobe Summit, generating buzz and new leads.
Direct mail promo kits will demonstrate how Experience Cloud helps them put all the pieces together, generate
new leads, and boost Adobe Summit registrations.
Email is an effective, low-cost way to reach C-suite decision-makers as well as practioners with valuable, timely
content.
Event activations at NY Advertising Week, the Dallas Digital Summit, and the Adobe Summit will delight
prospective customers and demonstrate the unique benefits of Experience Cloud in an immersive experience.
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BRIGHT SPOTS

To build awareness for Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising, we will be placing “bright spots” in major business
districts across the United States. The bright spots are neon signs placed on transparent displays. The phrase “connect”
conveys the essence of the campaign and the product. The letters will alternate lighting up, eventually all lighting up
at the same time to produce a complete connection. The transparent display symbolizes the transparency and insight
that Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising’s media performance offers consumers.
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This experiential tactic allows consumers to interact with Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising without a tangible
product. By placing these bright spots in busy business districts, we can reach all three of our target audience personas
on their commute to and from the office, on their lunch breaks, and even through their office windows. The bold,
bright signs will catch their attention and generate buzz about the product. When the sign sparks their interest, they
can read and learn about the product on the tablet housed on the kiosk next to the sign. The QR code and link to a
landing page for gathering lead information will also be on the tablet.





CONNECT WITH ADOBE PHYSICALLY

Print Ad
The concept of our 2-page print ad plays on the idea of connectivity. The clear page (left) flips over
onto the traditional print page (right) to connect the three tools that comprise the Adobe Experience
Cloud for Advertising. Our 2-page print ad is incomplete without the pages working together, just as
the software components of the Experience Cloud for Advertising work together to form a complete
advertising experience. The clear overlay page also reinforces the recurring theme of transparency
present throughout our campaign.
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Our print ad will be published in industry publications such as Forbes, Business Insider, and Ad Age.



PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

Since the Adobe Summit is the most highlighted event
during the campaign cycle, we want to shock our audience
and spark inspiration within them. We plan to execute this
by igniting a memorable experience that both highlights
Adobe Experience Cloud for Advertising and entertains the
attendees. This entertainment will come in the form of a
3-room whimsical experience where the attendees will dance
the day away in a silent disco, indulge in their creative side
with lite-brite inspired art, and capture their energy in a neon
jungle. To partake in this experience each attendee will swipe
their badge to enter, which will collect lead information and
offer a custom Summit experience.
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